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DURING THE LAST DECADE, annual energy 
consumption in the U.S. has hovered near 
100 quads (1 quad = 1015 Btu = 1018 J).1  
Recently, increased demand from popu-
lation and economic growth has been 
offset by higher efficiency. 

However, reducing the production 
of CO

2
 and managing its accumulation 

are increasingly urgent challenges with 
the potential to positively shape the 
future of our ecosystem and improve 
quality of life, including addressing 
alarming trends of rising sea levels due 
to glacier melting and declining crop 
production due to desertification.2,3 Re-
ducing energy consumption will have a 
direct impact on CO

2
 production. 

A substantial amount of this energy 
is not only not useful but actually lost 
due to friction and wear. For instance, 
the transportation sector consumed 
more than 26 quads of energy in 2014, 
a third of which is used simply to 
overcome frictional losses.4 It has been 
previously estimated that almost 11% 
of the energy used by the transporta-
tion sector, the industrial sector and 
the utilities sector can be saved by new 
developments in tribology.5

With this goal in mind, the Tribol-
ogy Opportunities Study, funded by 
the U.S. Advanced Research Projects 
Agency-Energy (ARPA-E),6 is being led 
by the University of Pennsylvania, the 
University of Florida, Sandia National 
Laboratories, the Southwest Research 
Institute and STLE with the intent of 

identifying pathways and recommend-
ing research directions to reduce the 
energy consumed in the United States 
by a quad annually through tribology. 

Fifty years ago in March 1966, 
Sir Peter Jost analyzed the state of 
lubrication research in the UK and 
estimated potential savings of £515 
million per year, equivalent to 1.3% 
of the UK’s GDP that year.7 The Jost 
Report catapulted the newly coined 
field of tribology to the forefront of 
government-funded research and trig-
gered a number of similar investiga-
tions during the following decade in 

the U.S., Germany, Canada and China 
that arrived at similar conclusions.8 
Consensus was that savings between 
1.0 to 1.4 % of a country’s GDP may 
be achieved through research and de-
velopment expenditure on the order of 
1/50th of the savings (e.g., $1 toward 
research saves $50 over the course of 
the following year), a figure consid-
ered still valid today.8,9 

To achieve this, these reports sug-
gested increasing research activity by 
establishing tribology research-focused 
national R&D centers and laboratories 
and by increasing awareness of the 
potential impacts of tribology among 
both the academic and industrial re-
search communities. The Jost Report 
inspired many countries to assess their 
energy consumption behavior and 
to characterize the sources of energy 
loss. Decades of ensuing research have 
achieved great strides toward the devel-
opment of high-efficiency tribological 
materials as well as evolving our fun-
damental understanding of the mecha-
nisms of wear and friction. 

However, there is an evident and 
pressing need to revisit the core ideas 
identified in the Jost Report in a mod-
ern technological context with a focus 
on addressing contemporary challenges 
in energy use and revitalizing  the role 
of tribology research in the 21st Cen-
tury. Moreover, the great advances in 
methods like atomically resolved sim-
ulations and in-situ tribology testing 
across length scales creates opportuni-
ties for revolutionary new ideas that 
were impossible to explore in the past.

To this end, we would like to chal-
lenge the community to provide sug-
gestions and specific ideas to save 
massive amounts of energy and have a 
tangible impact on CO

2
 emission and 

climate change, potentially redefining 
the role of tribology in this modernized 

The Tribology Opportunities Study: 

Can tribology save a quad? 

Almost 11% of energy used 
by the transportation, 
industrial and utilities 

sectors can be saved by 
new developments in 

tribology.

Time for a modern-day Jost Report—is your research  
related to energy savings?
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context. Emphasis should be on revo-
lutionary, not evolutionary approaches, 
but with end-use implementation kept 
in mind. 

Does your research have a focus on 
the reduction of energy use? Do you 
see the potential to reduce the annual 
energy consumption by a quad through 
tribological improvements? Can you 
recommend innovative and cutting-
edge research projects that would 
achieve this?

If so, we want to know about it, 
and we will consider highlighting your 
ideas in our report, which will be final-
ized by December 2016 and then pub-
lished by STLE. To submit your ideas, 
go to www.stle.org.

The anticipated outcome of this 
study is to highlight promising areas 
of tribology research that can then be 
funded by ARPA-E to reduce energy 
consumption in the United States. AR-
PA-E’s mission is to support high-po-

tential, high-impact energy technolo-
gies that are too early for private-sector 
investment. ARPA-E projects have the 
potential to radically improve U.S. eco-
nomic security, national security, and 
environmental well-being with fund-
ing, technical assistance and market 
readiness.6 

It is both timely and important for 
the tribology community to be recruit-
ed by ARPA-E to address the challenge 
of energy efficiency. 
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